
QEP Steering Committee Meeting 

February 24, 2012 

Attending: Ramona Smith, Laura Dunn, Donna Iannotti, Barbara Kennedy, Holly McKnight, Phil Simpson, 
Kay Pruitt, Annette Clifford, Jayne Gorham, Julia Derrick, Linda Miedema, Vicki Price,   

Marketing subcommittee report 

The subcommittee presented QEP logo contest for consideration. Graphics have been created and a 
Barnes & Noble Nook has been donated for a prize. Marketing wants to have logo contest this semester 
so that we can start moving forward creating materials during the summer to unveil in fall. Funds will be 
requested through Dr. Miedema.  

It was suggested to post all approved entries and have folks vote as part of the selection process? The 
proposed date for the submission deadline is April 5th. This would allow a turnaround for uploading 
submissions to a web site with voting functionality. Voting period would be from April 12-19. 

Holly shared the Logo Contest Web page and the Steering committee and a few minor tweaks were 
suggested. The subcommittee wants to create a gmail email account for participants to submit their 
entries. There may be a public records concern about conducting business outside the college and an 
alternative could be a unique BCC email account with large storage capacity. Concept is approved and 
should be sent to the Web team for upload to the new website. 

Dr. Miedema suggested sending out another survey to raise awareness of the QEP, and get additional 
input resulting in increased buy-in by the college community.  

Julie suggested that Rachel review the QEP logo contest page to approve B&N pieces. 

After an extensive survey of faculty, staff, staff & community members, the topic for BCC’s QEP has been 
identified as, “Strengthen Your Core.” 

Annette Clifford showed the new QEP web page mockup followed by the group looking at the copy. A 
recommendation was made to word smith the copy for optimal quality. Phil Simpson has volunteered to 
edit the copy. Annette said the Launch is March 19 and we need it a little bit before then.  

Annette and Linda will bring all concerns forward to John Glisch for approval 

 

Research on Basic Skills projects 

Ramona – most colleges address SLS classes or Prep classes to increase basic skills among incoming 
freshman.  



Discussion ensued about Dr Richey mentioning strategies going forward and mentioned specifically 
ideas that came from the QEP white papers. He said it is a major goal of the college to make these things 
happen. High priority initiatives will get done whether they are part of the QEP or not. 

Ramona – can we lump all things together that are already going on and maybe the QEP could address 
putting them under a larger umbrella? 

Vickie gave the example of Florida Keys community college QEP and how they re-branded 
developmental courses to remove negative connotations. Lawson State CC had a Freshman University 
that targeted the first year experience 

Julie – referred to Denice Young’s previous statement about being focused.  What about learning 
communities and embedded tutors.  Referred to a specific learning community in support of student 
services. 

Discussion ensued about the Learn to Learn camp that took place several years ago and what results 
that week intensive experience did to improve student learning 

Linda then talked about a similar boot camp for Nursing students – students who engage in this extra 
experience can get points toward acceptance in the nursing program so it fills up fast. Students who 
engage in this experience have a higher success rate. 

Using statistics for FYE data but not only focus on that group – everyone should be included.  

Barbara discussed a coaching concept that fits with our theme. Coaches could be peers or instructors. 
What about scholarships or student workers for this? We could pursue grants or foundation funds to 
help fund these initiatives that will need funding. Even if our funding is temporary – if the project is 
successful additional funding would be easier to get.  

Dedicated tutors, access to tutors in the learning lab. Vicki commented that the students in the math 
class that she is dedicated to tutoring are engaged. 

We could look at the students first 20 hours and target those classes for a FYE.  

• Tutors in the classroom (Peer or embedded) what if they were a council? What if part of their 
job was to communicate with the students about the services available?  

• Coaching/Personal Trainers 

• Intrusive advising 

• Cohort groups  

• SLS 

• Incentives 

Should we find out what type of student has the lowest persistence rate?  



Donna said she hates to see the QEP be limited to one population--that all students should have 
opportunities.  For example, she holds extensive tutoring sessions on Mondays where all her students 
can come together and work (as many as 14 have attended). 

Linda – start small and then grow it out to include larger groups in second third and fourth year… 

Julie reminded the group that we had already decided on “strengthen our core” which is basic skills for 
all students.  

We need to define basic skills.  

 

 

 

 


